
 
 
 

2022-2023 GSCB FAQs for Volunteers around Little Brownie Bakers 
(LBB) Product Supply Challenges 

December 1, 2022 

General 

Q: Could the February 27 launch date for shipped orders shift earlier or be 
delayed further? 

A:  This date should not shift earlier; councils have finalized decisions regarding 
shifting sale dates and all parties (councils, GSUSA, LBB) must have a confirmed 
date to develop marketing, communications, and technology plans associated with 
this situation. At this time, LBB has collaborated on the February 27, 2023 launch 
date and has confirmed their intent and ability to meet this timeframe.  

Q:  Will any other dates during the GSCB Cookie Program be affected due to the 
Digital Cookie Shipped order launch date delay? 

A:  With the exception of the Digital Cookie platform launch delay to December 15, 2022 
and a one-week extension for Digital Cookie direct-ship to consumer orders ONLY, 
from March 13, 2023 - March 19, 2023, no other dates during GSCB’s Cookie 
Program will be affected. In-person sales, initial order delivery, direct sales dates 
etc. will all remain the same. There will be an extended period for troops to enter 
rewards if necessary (see next question for details).  

Q: Will girls still earn rewards during the one-week extension for direct-ship 
orders?  

A: Yes. Girls will still earn their troop proceeds and earn towards rewards for their 
sales during the direct-ship online only period of March 13, 2023 – March 19, 2023. 
Troop Cookie Champions will be given an extended period to update any necessary 
rewards in eBudde through March 26, 2023.  

Digital Cookie (DC) 

Q: Why are Digital Cookie Shipped orders not available until February 27?  

A: LBB is experiencing national supply chain and workforce disruptions that will 
impact production and delivery of shipped cookies at the start of the cookie season; 
they anticipate they will be able to fulfill orders beginning February 27, 2023 to 
prioritize girl-delivered cookie orders.  

Q: Digital Cookie was supposed to open for GSCB sales on December 10. Why has 
that date been delayed to December 15?  

A:  Due to LBB’s production challenges, shipped cookies will not be available at the start 
of the cookie season. Because of this unforeseen challenge, the Digital Cookie 
technology team now needs time to program changes associated with turning off 
the shipped cookie feature for consumers.  

Q: Is access to the Digital Cookie system delayed until February27?  



 
 
 

A:  No. Beginning December 15, GSCB will launch Digital Cookie for girl/troop-delivered 
and donations. The troop delivered, booth pickup and mobile orders will open as 
scheduled beginning February 10th, during the direct-sale period.  

Q: How long will Digital Cookie be open considering the delayed launch of 
shipped cookies? 

A: Digital Cookie will be open for business for an extended period of time from March 
13, 2023 to March 19, 2023 for additional direct-ship orders and donations. Direct 
ship ordering will be available to consumers from February 27, 2023 – March 19, 
2023.  

Q: How will customers know the shipping option is delayed until February 27?  

A: GSUSA is modifying the Digital Cookie system to inform customers that shipping is 
not currently available. On February 27, 2023, the Digital Cookie system will update 
to include the shipping delivery option.  

 

Sales Timing and Extensions 

Q: If we are extending our sale, will we still be able to order rewards in the early 
Summer?   

A:  Thankfully, GSCB’s rewards are ordered in the early summer by LBB, as usual.  

Q: If there is a production issue, and customers will not be able to order shipped 
cookies until February 27, will the SU Cookie Share goals be updated to reflect 
this change?  

A: Yes. GSCB is currently working to review and revise the current SU Cookie Share 
goals that were previously communicated to each individual SU Cookie Team and 
will communicate the changes to the SU Cookie Team as soon as possible.  

GSCB DC Impact Original Plan REVISED PLAN NOTES 

Site Open Date 
GSCB launch on 

December 10, 2022 
GSCB launch on 

December 15, 2022 

Programming changes to 
reflect shut off shipped 

option by GSUSA 
(required to launch, 

causing the delay to DC 
start date). 

Shipped Delivery Begin when GSCB 
launches DC 

February 27, 2023  

Raspberry Rally Begin when GSCB 
launches DC 

February 27, 2023  

Girl Delivery 
Begin when GSCB 

launches DC 
Begin when GSCB 

launches DC 
 

Donation 
Begin when GSCB 

launches DC 
Begin when GSCB 

launches DC 
 

Site End Date March 12, 2023 

March 12, 2023, for girl 
delivery 

March 19, 2023, for 
direct-ship & donation 

 



 
 
 
 

 

Raspberry Rally 

Q: How will the delayed launch of shipped cookies impact the Raspberry Rally 
cookie? 

A: For GSCB, Raspberry Rally’s will be available on February 27 via approved Digital 
Cookie platforms for direct shipment to consumers.  

Q:  Given the delay to shipped cookies, will Raspberry Rally’s be available in 
person? 

A: No. Raspberry Rally’s were developed for approved Digital Cookie platforms for 
direct shipment to consumers only. The quantities produced were based on 
estimated online sales volumes and in person sales will not be available.  

Marketing 

Q: With the delay of direct shipped cookies to February 27, will there be a 
shipping discount for customers ordering direct shipped cookies?  

A:  GSCB is currently reviewing the opportunity to structure a shipping discount during 
the online-only direct-ship period. A communication will be sent to GSCB’s 
stakeholders prior to implementation if a shipping discount is going to be 
implemented during that time.  

Q: When will troop links activate on the GSUSA Cookie Finder pages? 

A: Currently, GSCB’s troop links will activate on February 27th through the Cookie 
Finder pages. 

Q: Will GSCB consider implementing a reward or incentive for girls promoting 
their Digital Cookie shipped sales on February 27?  

A: Yes, GSCB will implement an additional reward for girls who delay marketing to 
non-local family and friends (who require shipped cookies) and sell to them during 
the direct-ship period. More details will be communicated about any additional 
rewards to volunteers and caregivers prior to the time when cookies are available 
for direct shipment.  

 


